ARTS CAMP 2017 Session Preferences
Camper Name: ______________________________________________________________ Grade: ______
Please number the session in each box in order of your preference to attend. (#1 is your favorite.) Please note that we will do our best to get you
into one of your top (3) choices, but depending on class size and availability, first choice may not always be available.

NUMBER BY PREFERENCE 1-6
ACTING

Take the stage in a fun and exciting theater performance! Great directors!

SHOWSTOPPER

Glow Show? Black Light? A new routine every year!

“JUG” BAND

Be part of a unique musical experience with alternative instruments.

GUITAR

Learn some basic guitar chords and techniques.

HARMONICA

Learn the basics of harmonica and take one home with you.

HANDBELLS

A fun group ensemble with some new music.

NUMBER BY PREFERENCE 1-6
RIFLES

Color guard performance routines with rifle spins and throws.

FLAGS

Color guard flag routines.

MARTIAL ARTS

An introduction to beginning martial arts.

SIGN LANGUAGE

Learn some basic sign language to sign along with a song. Amazing teacher!

KAZOO CHOIR

Easy to learn! Sound amazing together!

DANCE

A foot-tapping, quick moving session with fun for all!

NUMBER BY PREFERENCE 1-5
KITCHEN CREATIONS

Cooking up a storm! Always a surprise!

CREATIVE WRITING

An awesome creative outlet, introducing many different writing genres.

STAGE MAKEUP

Learn real techniques for aging, fake wounds & general stage makeup techniques!

BRIDGEBUILDING

Popsicle sticks and glue! A contest to see whose design is the strongest.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Learn the software and skills to creatively make your own business card.

METALWORKS

Learn to cut metal and about the science of sound as you make a project to take home.

WOODBURNING

Create amazing pieces of unique art with a wood burning tool.

NUMBER BY PREFERENCE 1-5
STRING ART

Nails, wood and thread make amazing decorations! Lots of designs!

FUSE BEADS

One-of-a-kind bead designs, heated together for a take home project. Personalized with photos.

GLASS ETCHING

Use your creativity to make an etched picture frame.

DART PAINTING

Balloons filled with paint and the chance of a dart throw makes amazing art.

BOOKFOLDING

Turn old books into art with specialty folding.

LIGHT PAINTING

In the dark photography with awesome results.

CALLIGRAPHY

Learn real calligraphy fonts using markers and dipped ink.

3D MOD PODGE

Create unique jewelry and projects with this “magic” mod podge technique.

NUMBER BY PREFERENCE 1-5
HAIR CHALK/BRAIDING

New braids and fun washable hair chalk colors.

FLOWER ARRANGING

Baskets and vases filled with beautiful flowers that last forever!

CANVAS PAINTING

Learn some basic techniques for oil paints: portraits, landscapes or abstract.

CROCHET

Learn the basics and begin a project to take home.

COMIC CODING

Get artistic creating digital stories, games, and animations using Scratch from MIT.

LEGO ROBOTS

Make and move these robots and Legos. [Must have robotics team experience.]

SHARPIE TILES

Unique designs using tie-dye techniques for lasting wall art.

SEWING SKILLS

Sewing on a button, making a hem and other good to know sewing skills.

